
The ever-evolving butterfly
Evolving and growing from a company focused in overland transportation, Pahala Tours has
become  a  beautiful  butterfly  who  refuses  to  stop  her  metamorphosis.  It  just  continues
striving to become the leader in the travel business by improving services to give the best.

Founded in the year 1995, Pahala Tours has 4 branches in Jakarta, BSD City, Yogyakarta
and Bali. The butterfly philosophy will also unfailingly lead to the birth of more branches in
major business cities in Indonesia.

The art of traveling
Pahala Tours is committed to make every traveling preparation hassle-free. We create value
by delivering the delight of each destination as early as you walk into our doors. Just as
every aspect of your journey that needs imagination from your trusted travel provider, we
facilitate you with the complete range of products and services, including our own bus fleet.
Traveling carefree as a butterfly, every journey will be memorable and unique. 

Resourceful Team
Every need and inquiries we receive will be handled by a strong, creative and resourceful
team biased to perfection. Each division exists to manage a particular range of traveling and
event requirements, making sure that your every requirements will be catered for.  

Ticketing Division
The division is fully equipped with all major airline ticket stocks and is professionally
managed and staffed to handle complex ticketing and reservation requirements of
corporate and walk-in customers.

Transportation Division
Wide range of vehicles
We  facilitate  this  division  with  many  options  to  satisfy  our  customers’  byland
traveling needs. All they have to do is simply to pick one of these three: our Grand
coach  with  many  options  of  seats  availability,  Premium  coach  for  those  budget
travelers who aware of good facilities and Mini coach for those who want to travel
with  fewer  companions.  To  expand  the  service  further,  we  even  complete  our
transportation fleet with exclusive vehicles like state-of-the-art sedan and MPV. 

Experienced Drivers
Every  vehicle  must  have  good  pilot  to  complete  the  cycle  of  a  good  transport
experience.  Driver  is  arguably  the  most  important  person  in  taking  care  of  the
passenger’s safety on the road. We make sure each of our drivers is experienced and
highly trained. The trainings are not just to be politically-correct, but also improved
their skills in driving and mechanical knowledge.

Tour Division
We work  with you to  develop  a travel policy  that provides  you with an effective
management tool to identify, safeguard and maximize potential savings. This forms
the basis for effective supplier negotiations, reducing the potential overall cost. Such
compliance  policy  is  tailored  to  the  specific  goals  of  your  business  and company
culture.

Meeting, Incentive, Convention and Exhibition (MICE) Division
Ours  is  a  very  dynamic  and  creative  team  that  is  very  well-versed  the  word
“customization”.  We  offer  personalized  services  that  provide  assistance  with
conferencing, audiovisual production, food and beverage and  entertainment; to add
unforgettable  moments to elevate  a  corporate  meeting  and incentive  trip.  Taking
advantage of our established relationships with hoteliers and suppliers in every type
in  every  corner  of  the  world,  this  team  will  ultimately  come  up  with  the  most
memorable and creative events.

Pahala Tours is ready to open the door  to the world for  you  to  find the excitement and
magical moments in life. We are ushering you in.


